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Ballistic trajectories of optical wave packets within microcavities
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We present time-resolved measurements of the ballistic trajectory of ultrashort optical wave packets circu-
lating near the surface of a dielectric microcavity. The wave-packet dynamics are determined by using two-
color two-photon induced fluorescence of Coumarin 510 within the microcavity as a correlator. Ballistic
motion of the wave packets in whispering gallery modes and rainbow trajectories has been deduced from the
time delay between collisions of the two wave packets. The cavity ringdown time is measured for each of the
wave packets, which retain their integrity even after several round trips.
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Ballistic motion of a narrow optical wave packet within
wider resonator has been debated for more than 25 y
@1,2#. In his pioneering work, Kastler@1# showed that a shor
pulse traveling within a Fabry-Perot resonator correctly
produces the spectral transfer function of the interferome
even though it does not overlap temporally with itself. T
output intensityI (t) is comprised of a train of pulses sep
rated by the round-trip time. The intensity envelope dec
with the average residence timet of the photons in the cav
ity. The Fourier-transformed spectrumI (v) reproduces the
well-known Airy function, with associated resonance fr
quencies and finesse, or quality factor, of the Fabry-P
interferometer@1#.

This topic has recently been revisited in the context
cavity ring-down spectroscopy~CRDS!, which is becoming
widely used@3–6#. In CRDS, weak absorption spectra of g
molecules residing within a Fabry-Perot interferometer
determined by recording the ring-down timet as a function
of wavelength. CRDS has demonstrated much higher se
tivity ~absorption coefficients as low as 1028 cm21! than
single path absorption techniques because of longer effec
path length~as much as 30 0003! and a relative insensitivity
to exciting source fluctuations. However, controversy
mained until recently regarding the correct description of
citation by pulses on the order of, or shorter than, the ca
length @4,6#.

Recent experiments have been reported on the ball
trajectories of THz wave packets scattered or reflected b
6.35-mm dielectric sphere~alumina! @7#. The large sphere
size used in those studies allowed the time of flight of
scattered wave packets to be measured directly. Exten
work has been dedicated to optical resonance in microme
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sized objects, such as water droplets, glass spheres, and
graphically produced structures@8#. Nonlinear optical effects
can be observed at low thresholds because of the strong
tical fields at some resonator modes. Directional laser em
sion has even been demonstrated recently in stadium-sh
microcavities@9#. Microcavities usually support a wide var
ety of resonance modes, each with different associated q
ity factorsQ. These modes consist of both chaotic orbits a
stable orbits, such as triangles, squares, and bow-tie sha
or whispering-gallery modes~WGM’s!. Light can also fol-
low open, rainbow-type orbit trajectories inside the micr
cavity.

Until now, resonance modes have mainly been conside
in the frequency domain by analyzing the spectra of fluor
cence, elastically and Raman-scattered light, or laser e
sion having a pulse duration much longer than the round-
time within the microcavities. Temporal behavior of the res
nance modes on longer time scales, such as the temp
decay of high-Q WGM @10,11# and oscillation mode preces
sion in nonspherical droplets@12#, has been reported. Theo
retical studies based on Lorenz-Mie theory have addres
the transient behavior of elastic scattering and the dynam
of mode buildup within spherical microcavities@13#. No di-
rect time-resolved observation has been reported on the
listic motion of localized wave packets within microcavitie
however. In particular, several puzzling questions need to
answered:~i! Do the exciting wave packet remain intact aft
coupling into the cavity?~ii ! After impact coupling, can the
wave packets circulate in geometric orbits without bei
spread significantly by dispersion?~iii ! Could an experimen-
tal scheme be found with sufficiently high time resolution
observe the wave packets’ motion? A 100-fs pulse co
sponds to a wave packet of light with a spatial length
about 30mm in air, and about 20mm in a dielectric with
index of refractionn51.5.
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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In this paper, we present time-resolved measurement
the ballistic motion of ultrashort optical wave packe
~;100-fs pulse duration! within a spherical microcavity. We
show, in particular, the coherent excitation of a large num
of WGM’s by using a 100-fs pulse, similar to mode lockin
in an ultrashort laser oscillator. After the wave packet h
made one to two round trips around the sphere’s equato
temporal shape remains essentially unchanged, implying
coupling into multiple modes occurred without significa
decoherence. This process can be compared to tempora
herent control of electronic or vibronic states in atoms@14#
and molecules@15#, creating localized wave packets that o
cillate within potential wells. In recent experiments on C
atoms, Girardet al. @16# compared the effects of quantu
interferences among atomic states and interferences bet
optical wave packets in a pump-probe-type arrangement

A novel experimental scheme has been developed~Fig. 1!
to serve as an optical correlator between a wave packe
one wavelength (l151200 nm) with another wave packet
a different wavelength (l25600 nm), which are both circu
lating on ballistic orbits. More specifically, we use two-col
two-photon-excited fluorescence of Coumarin 510 dye m
ecules imbedded in the microcavity as the experimental

FIG. 1. Pulse correlator based on two-color two-photon exc
fluorescence of Coumarin 510 dye molecules within a hanging p
dent droplet. When coupled into a WGM, pulsel1 ~1200 nm! meets
pulsel2 ~600 nm! at pointA. Similarly, when pulsel2 is coupled
into a WGM, it meets pulsel1 at pointB. On the other hand, when
both pulses travel along rainbow trajectories, they meet atC. The
inset schematically displays the two-color two-photon excitat
and fluorescence processes.
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servable for the spatial and temporal coincidence of b
wave packets~see the inset of Fig. 1!. The fluorescence in-
tensity near 510 nm is then recorded as a function of the t
delay between the two wave packets in order to quantify
path length traveled within the cavity. The micrometer-siz
resonators investigated consist of hanging pendent ethy
glycol microdroplets~500–700mm in radius!, which have
slow evaporation rate and, therefore, allowed for measu
ments over several minutes without significant change
size. Specifically, 2 g/L of C510 was first dissolved in eth
nol, and then diluted 5:1 in ethylene glycol. A capillary tub
~inner diameter 150 micrometer and outer diameter 250
crometer! was then filled with the dye-containing solution
The capillary tube was held vertically, and equilibrium b
tween surface tension and gravity led to a stable droplet. A
evaporation over the course of the experiment was comp
sated by additional liquid from the reservoir remaining in t
capillary.

The femtosecond pulses were generated with an op
parametric oscillator and amplifier~OPA! by using 800-nm
pulses from a regeneratively amplified Ti: sapphire laser. T
regenerative amplifier has 1-kHz repetition rate, and p
duces pulses of 100-fs duration with roughly 900-mJ energy.
After the OPA, the signal beam at 1200 nm has'70 mJ, and
20 mJ is obtained at 600 nm~after frequency doubling of the
signal beam!. Neutral density filters are introduced to redu
the energies used in the experiments: 1mJ atl151200 nm
and 0.2mJ atl25600 nm. The relative timing between th
two pulses is achieved by an optical delay line that is c
trolled by a stepper motor fitted with a linear encoder to yie
1-mm absolute positional accuracy, which corresponds
6.67 fs. The beams are focused to;60-mm-diam spot size
for most efficient coupling into the microdroplet. The em
ted fluorescence~two-color, two-photon induced fluores
cence from the C510 dye in the droplet! was collected by a
lens ~f 55 cm, the numerical aperature is 0.2!, spectrally
analyzed with a 1/10 m monochromator~Jobin Yvon H-10!,
and detected by a blue sensitive photomultiplier~Hamamatsu
H6780-04! covered with a green narrow-bandpass filter.

Background emission in the correlator is generated fr
three-photon excited fluorescence~3PEF! from the infrared
l1 pulse as well as from two-photon excited fluorescen
~2PEF! from thel2 pulse. The three-photon excitation cro
section is very small. Therefore, the primary source of no
is 2PEF, which was dramatically reduced by chopping be
l1 and using lock-in detection. The 3PEF and 2PEF are o
color processes that induce a constant offset in the ti
delay profile, but are independent of the time delay betw
l1 andl2 wave packets.

Figure 2~a! displays the fluorescence intensity as a fun
tion of time delay between pulsesl1 and l2 . The beams
were adjusted to be tangent to the surface of the drople~r
5700mm, monitored by a CCD camera! in order to excite
WGM’s. Positive time delays refer to thel1 pulse reaching
the droplet before thel2 pulse. Figure 2~a! clearly shows
two peaks separated by the round-trip time. This result c
stitutes a time-resolved observation of the ballistic motion
optical wave packets within a microcavity. The first coinc
dence between the two wave packets occurs at locatioA
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BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES OF OPTICAL WAVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 023808
~see Fig. 1! and is chosen as timet50. To reach locationA
and to meet thel2 pulse there, thel1 pulse must first trave
around 3

8 of the circumference. The other peak in Fig. 2~a!
occurs when the pulses are coincident at locationB, after the
l2 pulse has traveled58 of the circumference. The expecte
round-trip time is given bytRT52prn/c ~where r is the
droplet radius,n is the refractive index51.43, andc is the
speed of light!, and is in perfect agreement with the me
sured round-trip time of 21 ps.

Figure 2~b! shows the same type of time delay scan fo
smaller size droplet (r 5520mm), with a concomitant de-
crease intRT. Because the temporal linewidth of correlatio
peaks~;250 fs! do not significantly exceed the correlatio
time of the two interacting 100-fs pulses, we conclude t
the 100-fs wave packets survive evanescent coupling
WGM’s without temporal spreading. In addition, the femt
second pulses must coherently excite a large numbe
WGM’s whose phases remain locked for at least a round-
time.

Figure 3 shows that additional weaker peaks appea
longer time delays~a droplet withr 5670mm is shown, but
these results are generic!. The peaks at120 and240 ps are
due to an additional round trip of thel1 pulse and thel2
pulse, respectively. A slight difference is found~0.2 ps! be-
tween the round-trip times for each wavelength, consis
with the slightly differing indices of refraction at two wave
lengths@n(l2)51.43 andn(l1)51.42#. However, the opti-
cal wave packets may travel on circular trajectories sligh
smaller than the geometrical circumference of the drop
depending on which radial order of the WGM modes is e
cited @17#. After the additional round trip, the temporal pea
width increases to about 2 ps, indicating some relative ph
spread among the numerous WGM’s excited by thel1 and
l2 pulses.

FIG. 2. Observation of the ballistic motion of femtosecond wa
packets trapped in WGM’s of pendent droplets of two differe
sizes. The measured round-trip time is denotedtRT . A CCD image
of the droplet showing the fluorescence intensity distribution is d
played in the inset.
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Furthermore, the additional peaks at120 ps~peak III in
Fig. 3! and at240 ps~peak IV! allow the decay timet of the
photons in the cavity at both wavelengths to be estima
which constitutes the first CRDS experiment within a micr
cavity. At 600 nm,t'18 ps while at 1200 nm,t.60 ps. The
average mode quality factor~defined asQ5v0t! is thus
'43104 at 600 nm and'73104 at 1200 nm. This relative
low-Q value indicates that the average photon lifetime in
cavity is limited by both diffraction and residual multiphoto
absorption. The 3PEF absorption cross section is ind
much smaller than 2PEF, which introduces lower absorpt
loss forl1 .

In order to estimate the number of modes coheren
coupled by the 100-fs pulse, we calculate the range of s
parameters,Dx, encompassed within the laser bandwid
Dl ~15 nm!, in the spectral domain. Forr 5670mm andl
51.2mm, Dx5(2pr /l)(Dl/l)544, with a mean size pa
rameter value ofx53500 (x52pr /l). The density of
modes,rnl , for a sphere illuminated by a plane wave witho
taking into account the degeneracy on the azimuthal m
numberm, is x/5 in this size parameter range@18#, i.e., rnl
5700. Thus, the number of modes excited within the s
parameter rangeDx would be 30 800. However, the excita
tion occurs on the rim with a beam waist;10 times smaller
than the droplet radius, so we estimate that only 10% of th
are excited, or about 3000. Them degeneracy~2l 11, where
l is the angular momentum number! will increase the total
number of modes by a factor 40@19#, even though it is also
reduced by the rim excitation, leading finally to about 15

modes. This large number of modes allows a very well
calized wave packet by coherent excitation, although pr
ably 10–100 modes would be sufficient to do so. These c
siderations support the assertion that similar behaviors

t

-

FIG. 3. Time-resolved measurement of the trajectories of b
l1 andl2 wave packets on longer time scales. Positive times c
respond to circulation of pulsel1 , and negative times for the mo
tion of pulsel2 . Peaks I and V are due to the propagation of pu
l1 along a WGM and rainbow trajectory, respectively. The in
displays a higher time-resolution scan over the time zero region
was taken with a slightly larger impact parameter, thereby enha
ing the WGM peak. Peak II is due to the circulation of pulsel2 .
The decrease in fluorescence intensity of additional round-
peaks~III and IV! can be used to deduce cavity lifetimes as
CRDS. Peak VI is due to a round-trip rainbow trajectory of pu
l1 .
8-3
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expected for much smaller size parameters, and thus sm
particles.

The wave-packet circulation in surface modes compe
with ballistic motion in rainbow trajectories~see Fig. 1!. In-
terpretation of the related peaks has been performed usi
ray-tracing code. In particular, a doublet is found in this e
periment near time zero, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. T
right-hand peak is identified as involving WGM orbits~see
above!, the left-hand peak corresponds to the coincidenc
location C of l1 moving on a rainbow trajectory after on
internal reflection and thel2 pulse that is refractively
coupled into the droplet. The calculated difference in p
lengths between the WGM and rainbow trajectories matc
the observed 750-fs time difference of the doublet. Simila

FIG. 4. Competition between WGM and rainbow-type orbi
Coupling of the external pump beam with the rainbow-type traj
tories decreases upon moving the pump beam further from the d
let center. The impact parameter is denoted asb.
R
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the peak at 16.20 ps~peak VI! corresponds to a round-trip
time of the l1 pulse traveling along the internal rainbo
mode after four reflections, before meeting the incomingl2
pulse atA.

The relative coupling of the external wave with WGM
~via evanescent wave! and the rainbow trajectories~via re-
fraction! has been further investigated by varying the imp
parameter of beaml1 while keeping the position of thel2
beam fixed~Fig. 4!. These measurements confirm unambig
ously the association of each peak of the doublet struc
with a particular trajectory of the pump beam. The effect
the impact parameterb of a Gaussian beam onto the dropl
is well known: the beam excites WGM’s when it is tange
to the surface, and it follows rainbow trajectories when it
moved further towards the center@20#. Accordingly, the left
peak of the doublet in Fig. 4~b! at t50 vanishes when the
pump beam is moved away from the droplet center, caus
the refractive coupling to be reduced, and resulting in
single peak@Fig. 4~a!#.

In summary, these time-resolved measurements with f
tosecond pulses demonstrate that the optical wave pack
preserved as it couples into and circulates within WGM
around the equator of a hanging pendent droplet. These
servations open new perspectives for studying ballistic
jectories and absorptions in microcavities, such as trace
tection in microdroplets,Q control in microresonators, an
mode characterization in deformed resonators.
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